
































Dagdick, Elise (CWS)

From: Michelle [madto: j
Sent: November-30-15 2:33 PM
To: Dagdick, Elise (CWS)
Subject: Fwd: opposition to MB Hydro proposed route

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Michelle Frankard
Date: November 22, 2015 at 4:52:33 PM CST
To: jse.dogdickIgovnh.ca” <elisgcIg.inb.ca>
Subject: opposition to MB Rydro proposed route
Reply-To: Michelle Frankard

My wife and I moved to this community 5 ears ago with the intention of putting down
routes in a vibrant growing community. It would now appear that future has been pulled
out from under us along with numerous other families in the area , thanks to to the
actions of MB Hydro. We took part in all of the meetings put forward by MB Hydro and
in doing so realized the arrogance of MB Hydro and how this was just a fait accompli.
They went through the motions of an environmental impact study, but only to fulfill the
commitments of the licensing process. When we met with individuals from MB Hydro it
was not have our voice heard, but rather for the to tell us this is what was happening
and to assure us that there would be nothing for us to worry about.

While the assertions that nothing negative can come as a result of this power line, I can
assure you nothing good can come from it either. There have been numerous studies
produced about the negative impact of prolonged exposure to EMF both for humans
and live stock. These studies have been discredited By MB Hydro and their
represntatives as you aren’t able to draw a direct cause and effect. Drawing a direct
cause and effect is impossible as we do not live in a controlled eco system or in a
where we can control variables. If there is even a 1 % chance of negative repercussions
the prudent action would be avoid communities where ever possible.

Mb Hydro has taken the exact opposite approach, by scrapping the original route
through underpopulated areas. So the question becomes why. The first rational is
because it would put it in too close a proximity to the existing line and would therefore
increase the possibility of both lines being destroyed in the event of a natural disaster.
By natural disaster they are referring to forest fires since the regions doesn’t suffer from
floods , earthquakes etc. The distance between the new lines does not eliminate this
problem as just last summer fires extended to the regions of Wood ridge and Marchand.
All this new line does is mitigate the risk. If this proposed line is as profitable as we are
led to believe wouldn’t the profits be sufficient to offset any repair costs in the event of a
once is a generational event.?? Second, the original lines were meant going through
lands protected by civil interest groups Groups that are well funded and well
represented legally and would present a formidable and lengthy oppostion By taking



the route through smaller communities there is no such funding or organized resistance,making it a much easier option for MB Hydro,

Finally we are told by MB Hydro that this line and its profits are necessary if they are tocontinue to offer reduced rates to MB customers. Yet they don’t have the business orcustomers in the US that would support this increased capacity. They don’t have salesto warrant this expansion and recent articles in MN refer to State and private agenciesout sourcing other more cost effective solutions. So MB Hydro is building this line onthe solicitation of future business. Why then would you alienate your exiting customersand potentially endanger them all for a potential opportunity. Doesn’t this action seemat odds with their corporate mandates of community first???

In closing MB Hydro may “FEEL” this is necessary, but I know protecting my family “IS”necessary. As such we, like many others will now be leaving this community. Thiscommunity was on a path to be so much more and that future and promise is nowvanishing thanks to the greed and recklessness of a corporation that has lost sight ofwho the are attempting to help.

Regards,

Robert and Michelle Frankard-Cooper
La Broquerie



Mr. Mike Lambert

iLcom

November 30, 2015

Elise Dagdick, B.Sc.
Environmental Officer
Manitoba Conservation and Water Stewardship
Environmental Approvals
123 Main Street, Suite 160
Wpg, MB R3C lAS

Re: Environmenta concerns proposed Manitoba-Minnesota Transmission Line Project

Dear Elise:

Thank you for providing me the opportunity to address my environmental concerns regarding the
proposed construction of the MB-MN transmission line project on my land. I have several concerns that
need to be brought forth, many of which were previously mentioned in a letter written to Premier Greg
Selinger and Hon. Stan Struthers on June 15, 2014.

The proposed clear-cut to be done along the west side of my property (and adjacent to my home) will
remove an important timber source that is used for wood heating. Bur oak (Quercus macrocarpa), which
generates very high BTUs (British thermal units), grow in its highest abundance in that particular section
of my forested land. Other dominant tree species that grow elsewhere on my land, primarily poplar
(Populus spp.), have considerably lower BTU values and will thus require more trees to be harvested
each year for burning.

The above-mentioned section of forest that is to be clear-cut also serves as an important wooded buffer
zone between the west side of my house and the edge of the existing cut-line, a linear distance of
approximately 110 m. The expected loss of basically the entirety (I repeat, “entirety”) of this wooded
buffer zone, followed by the construction of tall tower structures within 100 m of my home, will make
the visual landscape from my dwelling aesthetically unappealing (to say the least!). Also, given the close
proximity of these towers to my home, there is potential the constant ‘humming’ noise from the new
power lines will be heard from my house. I also have grave concerns that the baseline scientific data
used by Manitoba Hydro to determine minimal safe distances between tower structures and personal
home dwellings is completely out-of-date and, therefore, unreliable.

As a registered Métis in Manitoba, I exercise my rights to harvest domestically on my land, and plan on
trapping on it in the future. With the increased fragmentation of dense woodland on my property, there
will be a noticeable decrease in preferred habitat cover for large mammals (i,e,, large tracts of dense



forest), Fragmentation of the land may also affect wildlife species biodiversity. Species commonly
observed on my land include: white-tailed deer, black bear, fisher, marten, mink, red fox, snowshoe
hare, great-horned owl, long-eared owl, blue heron, and common snipe. Other less common species
seen consist of lynx, bobcat, long-tailed weasel, and even moose. In addition to the forested habitat,
ephemeral ponds on my land (all located within 50 m of the proposed clear-cut) provide: aquatic habitatfor painted turtle and various frog and aquatic insect species; feeding habitat for blue heron and belted
kingfisher; and nesting habitat for various marsh birds. Abundant fruit-bearing shrubs also occur on myand and are foraged upon readily by wildlife. Such shrubs include saskatoon, chokecherry, plum, and
cranberry.

Undoubtedly, the proposed Manitoba-Minnesota Transmission Line Project will have a profound
negative effect on several biophysical, socio—economic, and land and resource use elements on my land.

am strongly opposed to this proposal and would appreciate confirmation that my environmental
concerns have been read, Correspondence should be addressed personally to me.

Sincerely,

Mike Lambert



Environmental Assessment Branch

As landowners and residents of La Broquerie, my family and I would like to voice our many
concerns to the proposed Manitoba Minnesota Transmission Line.

First as affected landowners we are deeply concerned about having the line on our land.
Significant points include:
The destruction of a part of a Managed Woodlot that has been conserved per Manitoba Forestry
guidelines for over 20 years.
The removal of a sheiterbelt providing conservation to a sandy type soil,
The removal of a significant amount of trees and land relating to our tree business.
The area in question is going to he the site of a future house.

There are also significant question marks relating to health concerns for these high voltage lines.

In relation to the health issues, the location of the line in proximity to the two schools, the arena,
the golf course and the ball diamonds in the town of La Broquerie is of grave concern. As a
crown corporation and a government, we would think you would put the health of our children at
the forefront. We understand the claims that the lines are within the guidelines hut governments
have been known to be wrong. DDT and asbestos were once considered safe, we have
regrettably found out many years later that it was not the case. Even though there is no
conclusive proof yet, many scientist have questioned the long term safety of these high voltage
power lines, especially fur children. is the government willing to gamble on these same results?

In addition to all of the unknown health risks, the economic development of the town of La
Broquerie will be severely affected by this project.

The town and RM of La Broquerie are some of the higher growth areas in the Province of
Manitoba. This proposal would not only have potentially devastating health consequences but
would also altar the economic development of this community and area forever.

On top of all of the above, numerous knowledgeable independent people and companies have
questioned the need of the entire Manitoba Minnesota project as well as the whole darn
construction plan. Manitoba Hydro itself did not want to build BiPole 3 on the west side of the
Lake. The whole plan is putting Manitoba Hydro and the Province of Manitoba into potential
financial ruin.

It is time to stop political agendas and put the interest of the people of La Broquerie and alllvi anitobans first.

Respectfully yours,

Darren Bouchard
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